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The case study involves the Centennial Bridge which is in the 
southwestern zone of SE-30 highway between CH.10+000 and 
CH.12+000. The bridge was built between 1989 and 1991.The 
Annual Average Daily Traffic (AADT) is around 100,000 vehicles 
per day which flows through 2 lanes in each direction and 1 center 
reversible lane.  

Figure 1. Location of SE-30 bypass highway and Centennial Bridge

The information detailed in this Case Study was provided by DGT.
The SE-30 highway is the nearest bypass highway for Seville city, forming a ring around much of the urban area. The 
highway starts at the A-4 interchange to the east of Seville and finishes at and connects with the A-4 highway and 
A-8083 road which is the northwest access to Seville city. The road authority is “Ministerio de Transportes, Movilidad 
y Agenda Urbana”, part of the Spanish National Government.

The case study involves adding a lane and providing a median barrier 
and assessing the impact of this under different traffic conditions.

Figure 1 shows the location of SE-30 highway and Centennial Bridge.
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Assessment of Crash Data

Figure 2 shows the crash and injury history by 
severity of casualty between 2009-2019 for 2km 
including the bridge.    

The highway stretch between CH.10+000 
and CH.12+000 shows a large number of 
slight injuries due in part to the narrow cross 
section where high traffic volumes flow daily. 
Furthermore, the absence of physical median 
increases the crash risk and there have been 
a number of serious injuries although no fatal 
crashes have been recorded since 2009.

The most common crash type is the multiple 
vehicle collision which is more than 75% of 
total crashes (226 out of 294 total crashes). 
The serious injuries have usually been multiple 
vehicle collisions or run-off crashes. 

Road Network Upgrade

The Centennial bridge upgrading provides a wider 
deck due to the high traffic volumes and replaces 
the existing bridge anchor. The project budget is 
around 106 million euros and is currently (2020) 
undergoing bidding.

Today, traffic on this bridge averages around 
100,000 vehicles per day with only two lanes 
in each direction and one centre reversible lane 
(see Figure 3). The bridge is a bottleneck due to 
the number of lanes decreasing as traffic passes 
over the bridge deck and in comparison with the 
rest of SE-30 bypass highway. 

  

Figure 2. Crash and injury severity history: SE-30 CH.10+000 - CH.12+000

Figure 3. Current deck cross section detail

Figure 4. Currently bridge structure
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After implementation, the deck will have three 
lanes in each direction and a concrete median 
which will separate physically both opposing 
traffic directions. The future cross section may 
be seen in Figure 5 and its construction process 
video may be viewed in the “Ministerio de 
Transportes, Movilidad y Agenda Urbana” web 
(https://www.mitma.gob.es/el-ministerio/sala-de-
prensa/noticias/mar-01092020-1605). 

In addition, the bridge structure will be reinforced 
with anchor cables and towers improvements.   
Alternative routes will be required due to the 
bypass traffic that needs to be decreased while 
the bridge upgrading will be under construction. 
One alternative will be the provisional access 
to Seville’s Western Harbour from the SE-40. 
Figure 6 presents (in orange) the two provisional 
alternative routes to reroute the traffic.    

Detailed Road Assessment

The case study provides a Star Rating before 
and after future network upgrading. The bridge 
Star Rating classification will also provide a rating 
when the SE-40 works are finished and at a time 
when the SE-40 will connect A-4 highway (east 
of Seville) with A-49 (west of Seville). The bridge 
Star Rating is therefore provided in 3 phases:

•	 Before the upgrading

•	 After the upgrading but before completion of 
work on the SE-40 (traffic assumed to be at 
before bridge-upgrading levels)

•	 After upgrading of the bridge and completion 
of work on the SE-40 which is then assumed 
to attract traffic away from the bridge route.

Figure 5. Future deck cross section image

Figure 6. Future roadwork situation and its alternative routes

The section is analysed is between CH.9+400 and CH.13+300 since the reduction in the 
number of lanes on the bridge has an influence over a greater length than simply the bridge 
deck. It causes a bottleneck on both sides of the bridge and this section will be affected 
by the bridge upgrading/reconstruction. The number of lanes is 3 in each direction on the 
approaches to the bridge whilst (as already described) the bridge deck has 2 lanes in each 
direction and 1 centre reversible lane.
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The Star Rating has been analysed through the 
Star Rating for Designs (SR4D) tool within the 
iRAP ViDA software platform. Figures 7 and 8 
show the SR4D interface for before the bridge 
upgrading.

First, the bridge deck Star Rating is analysed 
before the bridge upgrading when the deck 
has two lanes in each direction and one center 
reversible lane (Table 1 and Figure 9).

The Star Rating (Table 1 and Figure 9) shows 
a 2-stars for vehicle occupant and 1-star for 
motorcycle users along the bridge deck before 
network upgrading. Therefore, the infrastructure 
safety provision is low according to iRAP 
methodology due in part to the large AADT and 
the narrow deck (carriageway).

  

Figure 7. SE-30 Centennial Bridge aerial view in SR4D (Before network upgrading)

Figure 8. SE-30 CH.11+000 coding detail in SR4D 
(Before network upgrading)

Table 1. Star Rating Score: SE-30 CH.9+400 – 
CH.13+300 (Before network upgrading)
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In the second part of the analysis, after the bridge 
upgrading, the bridge deck is analysed by iRAP 
methodology when the deck will have 3 lanes in 
each direction separated by a concrete median.

This situation is initially analysed with the same 
Annual Average Daily Traffic as in the “before” 
bridge upgrading situation because the SE-40 
works will not have been completed and therefore 
there will have been no reduction in traffic on the 
bridge route. This scenario is analysed using the 
Star Rating for Designs tool within the iRAP ViDA 
software platform.

  

Table 2. Star Rating Score: SE-30 CH.9+400 – 
CH.13+300 (After network upgrading)

Figure 9. Star Rating Score: SE-30 CH.9+400 - CH.13+300 
(Before network upgrading) for vehicle occupants

Figure 10. SE-30 CH.10+700 coding detail in SR4D 
(After network upgrading and before SE-40 total 

opened to traffic)
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Figure 11. Star Rating Score: SE-30 CH.9+400 - CH.13+300 
(After network upgrading) for vehicle occupants

Figure 12. SE-30 CH.10+500 coding detail in SR4D 
(After network upgrading 

and after SE-40 total opened to traffic)

Table 2 shows the Star Rating as 3-star for vehicle 
occupants and 1-star for motorcycle users along 
the bridge deck after network upgrading and 
with the existing levels of traffic. The Star Rating 
is improved for vehicle occupants but stays the 
same for motorcyclists.

Finally, the third scenario is examined. The 
stretch is analysed after network upgrading and 
after the SE-40 road improvements, when part 
of SE-30 traffic will be moved to SE-40 bypass. 
The reduction is assumed to be around 30-40%.

  

Table 3. Star Rating Score: SE-30 CH.9+400 – 
CH.13+300 (After network upgrading and SE-40 

roadworks will be finished)
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Figure 13. Star Rating Score: SE-30 CH.9+400 – CH.13+300 
(After network upgrading and SE-40 roadworks will be finished) for vehicle occupants

The Star Rating in the third scenario shows an 
increase from 2-star to 4-star for vehicle occupant 
and 1-star to 3-star for motorcycle users along 
the bridge deck after network upgrading, a 
substantial increase in infrastructure safety 
provision according to iRAP methodology. The 
traffic reduction influences this improvement 
substantially.

The SE-30 highway safety provision on the bridge 
will be improved considerably by the deck having 
3 lanes in each direction and separation by a 
physical median (concrete barrier). This physical 
median will eliminate the frontal collisions with 
the opposing flows.

These improvements can decrease the crashes 
and the number of fatality and serious injuries.

Conclusions

In this case study the Star Rating for Designs 
process is used to illustrate how the safety 
performance of a specific road location can be 
assessed when countermeasures are proposed 
at the design stage. It is also proved that it is not 
mandatory to rely upon crash data to demonstrate 
a potential safety improvement. 

The SR4D carried out shows how the road 
standard on and around the Centennial Bridge 
will have been improved significantly, and the Star 
Ratings increased by 1 or 2 stars in the different 
scenarios. Thus, the proposed countermeasures 
for the road section under design are considered 
very effective.
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In addition, it is concluded that Star Rating for Designs strengthens the road safety audit 
process, complementing it with an objective and repeatable quantification of road user risk 
(without the need for a high level of experience), and supports the wider potential of Star 
Ratings as a safety performance metric.

Therefore, any suitably trained engineer or road safety practitioner is able to carry out 
a design Star Rating, ensuring improved safety at the design phase of new road builds 
worldwide and maximized safety in road infrastructure investment.
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